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Top 7 tips to prevent combine fires
Before harvest
1.

Do a complete maintenance check of the combine. This includes:
•

Cleaning the combine to remove any oil, grease, or residue buildup.

•

Checking the guards, brakes, and safety devices.

•

Reviewing all working parts for any damage or leaks.

•

Reading the manufacturer’s instructions.

While operating the combine
2.

Use a leaf blower or broom to get rid of chaff, dust, and crop residue on the machinery
every four to six hours.

3.

Carry a fire extinguisher in the cab, plus another that can be reached from the ground.
Check them periodically.

4.

Shut off the engine and let it cool for 15 minutes before refueling.

Daily
5.

Check the exhaust system for leaks or damage, and look for any exposed or
deteriorated wiring.

6.

7.

Inspect the following parts of the combine:
•

Bearings – look for excessive heat or wear

•

Belts – proper tension will reduce friction and wear

•

Fittings – make sure they are greased

•

Fuel, oil, and hydraulic lines

•

Lubricant levels

Clean off the combine at the end of harvest each day.

More free tips, safety handbooks, and loss control program guides at:

secura.net/farmtips
© 2016 SECURA Insurance
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Pump up your business
to earn rewards
Write fitness facilities with
SECURA Specialty

Earn a reward: Write fitness facilities with SECURA
Start writing more SECURA Specialty today for your chance to win! You can grow
your business and earn additional rewards along the way by targeting one of our most
profitable programs: fitness and health facilities.
For a limited time, you’ll earn a $25 gift card each time you write a new fitness facility
that meets the following criteria:
•

Policy effective date between Dec. 1, 2016 – Feb. 28, 2017

•

New business to SECURA Specialty

•

Minimum policy premium of $500

•

Accounts that include these GL class codes:
• 44311 — Health or Exercise Clubs
• 44315 — Health or Exercise Facilities, commercially operated.

We’re here to make it easy. Visit agentlink.secura.net/specialty for complete program
details and additional resources to help you start writing new business today.

© 2016 SECURA Insurance
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Everybody wins with SECURA’s Work Comp
Many work injuries can be self-treated. Yet, supervisors often struggle to make the judgment call and unnecessarily send
employees with minor injuries to an expensive emergency room visit. It not only results in a costly claim to cover medical
costs, but also lost time, wages, and peace of mind.

One by One campaign brings all lines
together for 8th annual drive
Together, we’ve raised more than $151,000 for the fight against breast cancer during
the last seven years.

Since 2012, we’ve provided Nurse Hotline — a solution that agents and policyholders rave about as part of our Workers’
Compensation product. When employees with non-emergency injuries call Nurse Hotline first, they’re connected with a
registered nurse who can help assess the injury and determine treatment.

This year, our entire company is teaming up with you to make a difference. Here’s
how you can join the campaign:

Write new business
From Sept. 1 – Oct. 31, 2016, we’ll donate $10 to National Breast Cancer Foundation

Plus, our Work Comp offers these great benefits:

(NBCF) every time we issue a new piece of business in any of our lines*:

•

Faster response and decreased claim severity

•

Bilingual services

•

Specialty Lines account

•

Less paperwork for the employer and supervisor

•

Nurse Hotline mobile dialer for one-touch access

•

Farm-Ag account

•

Crisis Care service for traumatic workplace tragedies

•

MILE-STONE® policy

•

Easy step-by-step policyholder work injury guide

•

Commercial Lines account (small accounts under $10,000)

•

Return-to-work program to get employees back on track more quickly

Simply write a minimum of five pieces of new business in any line to qualify.

Pinkograms are back!
With all these benefits, our program outshines the competition. While many P&C
carriers struggle to make their Work Comp products profitable, the addition of
our Nurse Hotline service has resulted in a 40 percent reduction in claims,
meaning a better loss ratio and profit sharing for your agency. And the
improved experience mod results in lower premiums and cost savings for
policyholders. Everybody wins.

Many of you enjoyed taking pink selfies with others from your agency and sharing
them on social media during last year’s campaign, so we’re giving you another
opportunity to have some fun. Watch for this year’s Pinkogram Kit to reach your office
in September, in plenty of time for you to take new pictures and share them with us
during October’s Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
Plus, watch for additional details about how you can participate in social
media throughout the month.

Tell your customers about these benefits when discussing Nurse
Hotline, and use our updated sales materials to share the full
scope of our Work Comp product. If you have questions about
how to start the conversation, talk to your market manager or
Commercial, Specialty, or Farm-Ag underwriter.

facebook.com/securainsurance

findyouradvantage.net

twitter.com/securainsurance

Your agency received a packet with complete campaign details in
August. If you have any questions, contact your market manager
or underwriter.
*Write a minimum of 5 pieces of new business in any line to qualify. All policies or
accounts must be effective within the program period (Sept. 1 – Oct. 31, 2016) and
submitted no later than Oct. 31, 2016. Book rolls and Special Events policies are ineligible.
We’ll donate $10 for each new piece of business, up to $25,000.
NBCF provides help and inspires hope for those affected by breast cancer through early detection, education, and support services.
Learn more at nationalbreastcancer.org.

© 2016 SECURA Insurance

Four flavors to choose from in Personal Lines
Regardless of your clients’ living arrangements, there’s a MILE-STONE product
tailored to meet their needs, fit their budget, and protect the place they call home
and the autos they own:
•
•

Homeowners
Renters

•
•

Condo owners
Hobby farmers

Plus, “pet parents” can rest assured that all MILE-STONE policies include our Pet
ProtectorSM, providing accident coverage for their dogs or cats.
Give your clients added protection by sharing the popular and value-added
enhancements of our MILE-STONE Gold coverage. Here’s a taste of a few benefits
that set our Gold coverage apart:
•

Identity Theft Protection

•

Roadside RescuerSM

•

Travel RescuerSM (unavailable in Illinois)

•

Increased Water Backup limits

•

Broadened personal property coverage

Our Hobby Farm policyholders enjoy the same MILE-STONE benefits and features,
plus additional endorsements that address the specialized liability and property
needs they may have.
Talk with your customers and provide customized coverage with one of our four
flavors of MILE-STONE. Get a quote from your Personal Lines underwriter today
and download our sell sheets in our Online Store on AgentLinkSM.

Don’t sweat it with Health Clubs
“You’re hitting a home run.”
“I cannot say enough good things
about SECURA and the top notch
people that work for them.”
“Great company. Great response time.
Great underwriters... SECURA is my
favorite carrier to work with!”
These are just a few anonymous agent comments
from our recent Making Business Easier survey. Nearly
1,000 of you responded and ranked SECURA #1
among competitors. Thanks!
Your feedback helps us know how we’re doing in
underwriting, claims, technology, and other areas. Most
importantly, it helps us build on our commitment to
great service and building strong relationships.

Insuring businesses that don’t fall in line with your typical commercial
accounts is easy when you have the expert Specialty Lines underwriters at
SECURA to help you. One such type of business is Health Clubs.
Not only are our rates highly competitive, we offer an abundance of
coverages for small to large facilities. These businesses can vary greatly in
the types of services they offer, and we can customize coverage to meet
their needs. Some examples include:
•

Multi-location fitness centers with 24/7 access

•

Clubs with restaurant or liquor licenses

•

Facilities that offer after-school programs

•

Licensed day care operations

•

Tanning, massage, spa, and sauna facilities

•

Indoor climbing walls and racquet clubs

Within each policy are a wide variety of key coverages including excess
medical payments for health club members, abuse and molestation,
professional liability, limited pollution, skin damage, membership
discrimination, and more.

We won’t rest. We’ll continue to use your constructive

Download our Health and Fitness Clubs sell sheet in our Online Store on

feedback as a springboard to improve and earn your
business every day.

AgentLink, and reach out to area businesses to help them evaluate their
insurance coverage. Then, talk with your Specialty underwriter to provide a
quote with speedy turnaround.

The Edge
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The early bird
gets the renewal
Contacting your best Commercial accounts
early can put their minds at ease about renewals
and reduce the possibility of having them shop
around. It also gives you an opportunity to
pre-negotiate and discuss any changes in
their business that may require additional or
revised coverage.
Our underwriters are prepared to have the
renewal discussion early, so contact them today
to discuss your accounts and how our coverages
and Work Comp products stand out from the
rest. A 90-day timeframe is ideal for starting
the conversation.

Grow your book with underused Farm-Ag coverages
Our Farm-Ag division is one of our most profitable lines of business.
That also means more profit for your agency. The segment more
than doubled in direct written premium (DWP) since 2011, with an
$85.8 million DWP target for 2016. In addition, its 10-year cumulative
accident year combined ratio has remained below 90 percent.
There’s unlimited potential for even greater results when you
provide your clients with these often underused and important
add-on coverages:

Extra Expense — Farm Personal Property
A common saying among farmers is “make hay when the sun is
shining.” So when a piece of equipment goes down, such as a
combine that burns up during harvest, time is of the essence.
•

Extra Expense coverage can pay the costs to continue
operations following a covered loss, including rental fees
for replacement equipment.

•

No deductible or waiting period applies.

•

A $10,000 limit is provided on all policies, but additional
limits may be purchased.

Blanket Structure Coverage — Increased Cost Endorsement
Sometimes it’s difficult to estimate the costs to replace a shed or
barn. This coverage gives policyholders more flexibility on their
limits in the event costs are driven higher than expected.
•

•

Maximum payable for the loss to any one structure is
130 percent of the value of the damaged structure, subject
to blanket limit.
Buildings must be insured to at least 90 percent of
estimated value.

Blanket Recreational Vehicles
Historically, all recreational vehicles were scheduled individually
for liability and property damage. This coverage provides for your
clients’ needs without having to specifically schedule each unit,
saving time and reducing confusion.
•

Eligible units include snowmobiles and rec vehicles with

•

insured elsewhere.
Provides a single limit of insurance for blanket physical
damage coverage.

•
•

Extends the liability limit to all eligible units
Ineligible units may still be scheduled.

engine sizes of 900cc or less, and rec vehicles with four or
more wheels, as long as the property is not specifically

In addition, our Umbrella coverage can provide increased liability
limits, and our Risk of Direct Loss options can cover risks of direct
physical loss that aren’t specifically excluded. Note that some
coverages are subject to the limits of insurance and other statespecific restrictions, so contact your underwriter for all the details.
Talk with your Farm-Ag clients today to make sure they have the
protection they need. Our underwriters are waiting to serve you
with their in-depth knowledge and can walk you through how these
endorsements can be added to new or existing policies.

Winter 2016

A holiday message from Dave Gross
2016 has been a wonderful year, and I would like to express
my gratitude to the people who surround me each day. I
feel fortunate to work among the many talented, caring
SECURA associates. And together, it’s our privilege to
partner with you, the best of the best, to help you serve our
mutual customers.

Built for you — a new look at manufacturing
Whether it’s nuts and bolts, windows and doors, or napkins
and paper towels, the “Made in America” stamp is a
symbol of quality and pride. Recent reports suggest that
manufacturing in the U.S. is making a comeback.
There’s a resurgence in manufacturing here at SECURA, too.
We recently formed an initiative to broaden our Commercial
appetite for agents and profitably grow our manufacturing
book. We’ve provided additional training for our
underwriters and sales force on manufacturing risks and
product liabilities, consulted with outside resources for fresh
perspectives, and are analyzing exposures more closely.
The result is double-digit growth in 2015, and we’re closing
in on double digits again this year. When you combine those
results with our popular Work Comp, the profits add up.

What does that mean for you?
If we’re growing, it means your book of business is growing,
too. If you aren’t among the agents who’ve benefitted from
our growth in manufacturing, talk with your underwriter
about opportunities for the following classes of business:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Machine shops
Furniture
Plastics
Metal goods
Wood products
Sheet metal
Machinery parts/manufacturing
Saw/planing mills (General Liability coverage only)
Concrete mixed in transit
Paper goods manufacturing

Since the types of products and risks within these categories
can vary widely, your underwriter will help you complete a
manufacturing questionnaire to determine eligibility. Contact
them today.

facebook.com/securainsurance

findyouradvantage.net

twitter.com/securainsurance

You honor us with your business and it shows in our strong
financial results. Thanks to you, we’re growing in all lines of
business and see closing 2016 with direct written premium
more than 5 percent ahead of 2015. As planned, we’re
pacing our Farm-Ag and Specialty Lines faster, with both
lines up double digits.
Even more importantly, your valuable business allows our
loss ratio to shine. We are coming in even lower than our
2015 loss ratio, and we hope to carry those results to year
end. This is a direct result of solid underwriting, good
weather, and even some favorable loss development on
prior accident years. Although we’ve experienced an uptick
in large losses across all lines, we expect to outperform both
the industry and our annual goal on our combined ratio. As
an insurer, we monitor the equity markets closely and hope
for continued positive trends now that the election is over.

You may move a book of business from one
Personal Lines carrier to another for many
reasons. Whether you have too many “mouths
to feed” with your current lineup of carriers or
want to maximize profit share by consolidating
accounts, we’re here to help.
Our customized book roll approach will make
the process as easy as possible for your agency.
We’ll even offer to do the quoting for you and, if
you permit, we can pull that business from your
agency management system so you won’t have to
send it monthly.
To learn more about the process, contact your
market manager or underwriter for details, and
download or order printed copies of the MILESTONE sell sheet on AgentLinkSM.

Front and center is our mission to serve you and your
policyholders with our products and services. We’ll back it
up with talent, hard work, and genuine care. If we get that
right and keep building momentum with our operational
and business results, we’ll be well poised for our future. I’m
inspired by the excellence we achieve together and the path
that we will take in 2017 and beyond.
Happy holidays, from our family to yours,

Dave Gross
President & CEO

Regardless of where you stand politically, we know where
we stand as a company… with you. To fully leverage our
underwriting and financial results, we continue improving
our workforce and business operations to serve you better.
We are making big investments in people, especially in
our technology area. Our leadership and teams are well
aligned and in full stride, including new Specialty Lines
and technology leaders who joined us late 2015 and a
promoted-from-within claims leader. We will be building a
new home office facility near our current location during the
next few years. And our LEAN efforts are underway in every
area of our company. All of our efforts are geared toward

Commercial • Personal • Farm-Ag • Specialty
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We love book rolls
(and we make it easy)

driving our ease of doing business at every step of our
relationship with you, our agent customer.

Thanks for making
a difference

A great place to work
SECURA was ranked on three of Fortune’s

• Ward’s Top 50 P&C Carrier

Because of your efforts, we
donated $21,384 to National
Breast Cancer Foundation
as part of this year’s One
by One breast cancer
awareness campaign.
Thank you to everyone who
wrote business and shared
Pinkogram photos on social
media. If you’d like to see
more agents looking
good in pink, search

• A.M. Best Rating A “Excellent”

#SECURAOnebyOne

• Launched new Online Store

on Facebook.

lists including 100 Best Medium Workplaces,
100 Best Workplaces for Women, and 30 Best
Workplaces for Financial Services and Insurance.
The findings are based on research done by the
independent analysts at Great Place to Work®.
We love working here because of who we get to
work with… you!
Thank you for your continued partnership.
Additional 2016 Accomplishments:

• Introduced new AgentLinkSM enhancements

Small farms, big rewards

New incentives for writing fitness centers

It’s easy to think that small accounts mean small premiums… resulting in smaller profits. Right? But at SECURA we’ve found
that when it comes to farms, smaller operations are very profitable. Because of this, your underwriter generally has the
flexibility to price the account more aggressively.

While some may consider running late as a form of exercise,
agents know that getting a jump start on writing health and
fitness centers can build a strong book of business.

We have a solid reputation for insuring larger operations and continue to outshine the competition in that arena. But the
opportunities with smaller accounts shouldn’t be ignored — those profits add up. You can bet the farm on that.

January is the busiest time of year for these facilities, and
SECURA’s Specialty Lines is offering an incentive to agents.

What qualifies as a small farm? Though
not absolutes, smaller farms are generally:
• Less than 100 head of cattle
• Less than 300 acres
• Less than $3,500 premium
Small farms have access to the same
benefits as the big boys:
• Farm Operations Protector Plus
• Replacement cost on partial losses
to farm personal property
• Same great claims service
Most of our Farm underwriting team
either grew up or worked on a farm, so
they’re ready to take the bull by the horns
and help you write profitable business.
Download our sell sheets or order printed
copies through our Online Store to share
with customers.

The Edge

Alison Cordry
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For each new fitness facility account you write with us,
you’ll receive a $25 gift card. Here’s what you need to know:
• Write accounts within GL class codes 44315 (Health
or Exercise Facilities, commercially operated) and
44311 (Health or Exercise Clubs).
• Accounts must be effective within the program
period (Dec. 1, 2016 – Feb. 28, 2017).
• Minimum premium of $500.
We can write multi-location, single-location, and 24-hour
health clubs or gyms, whether they offer tanning and
massage, a snack bar or restaurant, climbing walls, pools,
and more.
We can include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General liability
Property
Inland marine
Auto
Umbrella
Employee benefits liability
Workers’ compensation (depending on the risk)

Other available coverages that set us apart include
Professional Liability, Abuse and Molestation coverage, and
Excess Med Pay for health club members and participants.
We’re here to make it easy — visit AgentLink for
resources to help you start writing new business today.
Our underwriters have a thorough knowledge of the
class, which translates to exceptional service and a quick
turnaround time.
SELL SHEETS: Health and Fitness Club sell sheet
24/7 Fitness Franchise sell sheet

Spring 2017

Build your construction business with SECURA

Win big by writing more Specialty Lines business

The construction industry has experienced gains in recent years, and the latest reports show 2017 will be no exception. Residential

Protecting your local sports and recreation teams with exceptional insurance

construction, including new homes and multi-family housing, and commercial/industrial construction are poised for steady growth

coverage will feel like hitting a home run when you place it with SECURA Specialty.

again this year.

Our Sports & Recreation insurance program is a winner, so we are targeting this

This is great news for our agency partners who focus on construction for new revenue growth. With 31 percent of our commercial

profitable class of business by offering an incentive program. For each qualifying

premium coming from the construction industry, we are poised to grow this segment and desire to compete in any market cycle.

sports or athletic team, league, camp, or tournament that you write with us,

Over the years, you have told us that our coverages and services are unmatched in the industry:

you will earn a $25 gift card.

•

If you’re keeping score, here are the details:

•
•
•

Because of the size of our construction book, our commercial underwriters are well versed in contract language
and understanding coverage needs.

• You will have one year – until February 28, 2018 – to earn the incentive.
• The account should be new business to SECURA Specialty.

Our Additional Insured WRAP eliminates the hassle of endorsing a policy every time a policyholder enters

• As a reminder, you earn 20% commission on new package business.

into a written contract. (Not available in Arizona or Colorado)
Our experts in claims and risk management are accessible to consult and work with policyholders

While you focus on your fans, we will be there with great insurance, service,

to develop safety solutions tailored to their businesses.

and peace of mind. Key coverage benefit options include:

SECURA’s Nurse Hotline is proven to reduce Work Comp loss frequency and

• Participant Liability

claim dollars. It’s a service for policyholders that gives injured workers

• Abuse and Molestation

immediate medical advice from a registered nurse.

• Excess Medical Payments
• Limited Discrimination

Our appetite includes a broad group of class codes for commercial

• Abduction Expenses

and residential contractors. If you already have contractors

• Professional Liability

within your book of business with non-construction carriers,
we encourage you to contact them to assess their coverage

We encourage you to look through your client list or within your local schools for

needs. Local builders associations are a great source for

coaches or other individuals who may be forming youth or adult sports leagues,

identifying prospective clients. Please keep in mind that

hosting athletic tournaments, or conducting sports camps as you prospect for

some states in SECURA’s footprint have construction

new business.

defect challenges, so our appetite can vary

Keep scoring more incentives by writing fitness facilities

depending on the states of operations.

Great news! Due to overwhelming success, we are extending our current incentive

Contact your Commercial Lines underwriter for

program through February 28, 2018, for writing Fitness Facilities. Stay tuned for

assistance in identifying potential prospects

additional incentives that will be introduced later this year.

so together we can have success in the
underwriting, quoting, and binding process.

In the meantime, reach out to our underwriters, who have a thorough understanding
of these Specialty Lines classes and can provide a quick turnaround on quotes.
Visit AgentLinkSM for more details and for additional marketing materials that will
help you get the ball rolling on writing this new business.
Thank you for being an MVP on our team!

© 2017 SECURA Insurance

Grow your Farm-Ag business with SECURA
If you do business in an area ripe with farms and the businesses

• Seed merchants also are key to the industry. We understand that

that support them, you have plenty of opportunity to build your

and offer the best coverage available for this class of business.

book of business with SECURA. And we can help you write

• Dairy product manufacturing is an appealing risk. Our rating
mechanism helps reduce premium audit fluctuations on general

it profitably.
Our Farm-Ag experts have a wealth of knowledge and experience.
First of all, they were born and raised on the farm. This firsthand knowledge, coupled with their highly skilled use of our
comprehensive insurance products, allows you to provide your
clients with the protection they need and deserve. SECURA Claims

liability for this class.
• We have expert knowledge of Ag transportation, implement
repair services, farm service contractors, and fruit & vegetable
packaging and distribution. Bring us the business your agency
specializes in.

and Risk Management pros also have the specific farm-ag

Those on our Farm-Ag team were farm kids once. Today, they’re

know-how you don’t see with other carriers.

Farm-Ag insurance experts who make it easy and profitable to

We excel in the Farm-Ag market especially with:

grow your book with us. Contact your market manager or
Farm-Ag underwriter today.

Farms – big, small, and everything in between
• Small farms can be tough to place but not with us. We have
flexible, competitive coverage and pricing to appeal to
small farmers. We’ll even write hobby farms as a Personal

Commercial • Personal • Farm-Ag • Specialty

secura.net

Personal Lines rolls out policy improvements
Your home and auto customers now enjoy additional policy features and more competitive pricing, thanks to changes that were rolled out
in our Personal Lines MILE-STONE® product.
We introduced:
• Accident Forgiveness, which is automatic for no additional premium. The feature allows us to waive a chargeable accident as if it
never happened for policyholders who have been with SECURA for at least 3 years and have clean driving records.
• Our Valued Policyholder Discount, also known as a loyalty discount. It’s not new, but we are giving a larger pricing reward for
long-term customers regardless of claims activity. We increased it from 10 percent to 15 percent.
As you discuss coverage with your policyholders, remember that these product features join others unique to SECURA:
• Travel Rescuer℠ emergency and non-emergency services for policyholders
more than 100 miles from home
• Pet Protector℠ coverage for pets involved in accidents, fires, or natural disasters
• Undamaged siding match coverage
• Hobby farm coverage
We also improved pricing in certain circumstances:
• Our pricing is more competitive for policyholders with higher insurance scores
and those with high-value homes.
• We increased our new business discount for early quoting. A 5 percent
option is now available for home or condo owners.

Lines account.
• Medium to corporate farm operations is where our high-quality
customizable product shines. We understand the true business
needs of these accounts and also offer proactive risk
management support to help take their safety processes
to the next level.
Agribusiness – trust we know these classes well
• Custom farming at SECURA can’t be beat. We offer the best

• We improved youthful operator pricing for students who have good grades
and/or who are away at school without a vehicle, regardless of the number
of miles they are away.
Agents in most states are now using the new rate plan on new and renewal
business. The rate plan will be effective for agents in Illinois, Iowa, and
Missouri on April 1. If you have questions about these features or pricing,
contact your Personal Lines underwriter or market manager.

coverage in the industry, covering property damage to personal
property of others in the policyholder’s care, custody or control,
and property damage to the policyholder’s work as part of
every policy.
• Manure application and hauling isn’t for every carrier but it’s

117 years strong

an important part of the industry and we want this business.

Our Claims team won’t let us blow out 117 candles, but that doesn’t stop us

We’re here to round out the needs of farmers and others who

from celebrating our 117th year of being there for those who need us, and

handle manure.

thanking you for your commitment to our company.
On March 1, 1900, Julius Bubolz founded the Farmers Home Mutual Hail,
Tornado & Cyclone Insurance Company of Seymour, Wis., after a destructive

Risk Management team turns to technology
Farm underwriters are using GoPro® cameras to gain visual access to barn interiors. Because hog
farms are susceptible to disease, biosecurity is of utmost importance. By asking a farm owner or
employee to capture footage inside the barn, underwriters are able to verify the barn’s condition
and whether work comp procedures are being met without putting hogs at risk.

Editorial design

burdens when disaster struck.
Here are some fun facts about those early days:
• Our first insurance policy was issued May 1, 1900.
• For the first 25 years, the company charged a premium of 25 cents
per $100 of property. The policy offered five years of protection.
• Premium income totaled $235.24 after the first year of business.

cameras, a Risk Management associate is required to shower and change clothes when getting to

• $78 in claims was paid the first year.

and leaving the farm. After completing an assessment, the associate must wait two weeks before

• In 1914, the company hired two associates, who earned $5 per week,
plus room and board.

If you write hog farm policies, note that you may be asked to contact your policyholders

A lot has changed in 117 years. However, one very important thing has

about the possibility of using GoPro technology. Remember that not only does the use of this

remained the same—helping others is still ingrained in our culture. We could

technology minimize risk, it also can verify the condition of the farm, which could lead to more

not have reached this milestone without your dedication.

aggressive policy pricing.

Alison Cordry
The Edge Spring

with his neighbors to form the insurance company as a way to ease financial

Use of the technology also will make this underwriting process more efficient. Without use of the

visiting another hog farm.

The Edge

wind storm swept through his community, killing 100 people. Julius partnered

Together, we had a highly
successful 2016. Thank you! Read
about our financial and company
highlights in our Annual Report.
View on secura.net or order in our
online store on AgentLinkSM.

